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Apathy to action: the Canadian
On Tuesday, Radio York public 

affairs resurrected — perhaps not 
wrongly — the issue of student apathy

It was a program remarkable for its 
fairly original presentation — talk 
interspersed with relevant music — 
and lack of depth or systematic 
analysis — too short interviews with 
various York people and references to 
a number of examples of involvement 
in the United States (eg. Chicago).

The main problem with the 
program was not particularly the 
things said, but rather how they 
said. At the end of the hour, one was 
left with rather a non-feeling and a big 
question of “so what ; how does that 
relate to me at York?”
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November 6, 1969 complex doesn’t exist, the Indian- 
white hassles are being worked out.”

An attempt should have been made 
to answer these admittedly idealized 
questions. It might have been pointed 
out that although Canada has no 
home-grown military-industrial 
complex, the global one based in the 
south more than “adequately” does 
the job for/ to us. As an add to that it 
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the centerspread show, the situation 
is not, as prime minister Pierre 
Trudeau claims, a bothersome hassle 
between the Quebec people and a 
“small but vociferous minority” of 
militant separatists.

Rather, the situation is assuming 
the proportions of a mass in
dependence struggle with growing 
numbers of Quebec workers and 
students allying against a provincial 
government which it appears is 
serving the interests of English- 
speaking capital (U S.-owned in many 
cases) and an English-dominated 
parliament.

That could have been related to the 
specific environment of York, where 
there is a strong slant in courses 
dealing with Quebec to favor the 
Trudeau federalist analysis of the 
Quebec struggle (that word isn’t used 
in the courses, by the way) to the 
exclusion of any in depen dentist 
analysis.

More explicitly, it might have been 
pointed out that, generally speaking, 
this university — including the subtle 
propagandizing of course content — 
works in the interests of the same 
U S.-owned English capital which is 
exploiting the people of Quebec 
Canada’s Indians, and the working 
classes in this country - in the name 
of greater profit.

Finally, it might have been men
tioned that those of us at university 
whether we like it or not, are being 
effectively trained to fill slots in that 
whole top-down oppressive system 

That, by the way, means that all of 
us here — unless we think that the 
present system is the best possible — 
are also being exploited in order that 
the whole process may continue.

As The Seer proclaimed in a recent 
issue: “Let’s turn off the shit 
machine” — and not just the one at 
York, but the nation-wide
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The program could also have shown 
that the Indian-white hassles 
being worked out

are not
. , as amicably as
federal and provincial spokesmen 
would have us believe. A five minute 
interview with almost any young 
Indian would have pointed that out — 
in specifics.camp-

It would also have been necessary 
to bring up the Quebec struggles. As 
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